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1. Introduction. The definition of a power-free group will be found in [ l ] . It is a partial
algebraic system which, roughly speaking, may be thought of as a group in which (with the
exception of the identity) squares and higher powers of an element are not defined.

It has been shown [1, Theorem 3.3] that the usual cancellation laws need not hold in a
power-free group. When these laws do hold, the power-free group is called cancellative. In
this paper we shall be solely concerned with cancellative power-free groups and the term
'power-free group' is to be understood to mean 'cancellative power-free group'.

A power-free group can be obtained by taking any group which has no elements of order
2 and simply omitting squares, and one which arises in this way is called complete; otherwise
it is said to be incomplete. As was shown in [1, Theorem 4.3], there is at least one incomplete
power-free group, namely the quaternion power-free group. This is obtained from the ordinary
quaternion group by removing the element of order 2 and, in the set consisting of the remaining
seven elements, using the same composition law as that of the quaternion group but omitting
the definition of squares. Thus, although the quaternion power-free group is not complete,
it can be embedded in a group. It is therefore natural to ask if every power-free group can be
embedded in a group. This was the basic question considered in [1], and we are now able to
answer it in the affirmative. However, in the present paper, we shall prove more: we shall
show that the quaternion power-free group is the only incomplete power-free group, i.e. that,
apart from the quaternion power-free group, any power-free group can be obtained from a
suitable ordinary group by the omission of squares.

2. Preliminary results. It was noted in [ l ] that there is only one power-free group of
order 3 (necessarily complete), and hence we shall assume in what follows that any power-
free group considered has more than three elements.

We saw in [1, Theorem 5.4] that, in testing for completeness, we have to consider ex-
pressions of the type a(ab); this is the motivation behind the lemma which follows.

LEMMA 2.1. Let a and b be elements of a power-free group P such that a is irregular and
b^e,a,a~*. Then

either a(ab) = a"1 b or a(ab) = b~i.
Further,

either (ba)a = ba~1 or {ba)a — b~l.

Proof. Let us suppose that a{ab) ¥= b~l.
We first show that (aiabtyb'1 ^ b. Assuming the contrary, we have (a(ab))b~l =b, so

that b is regular with sb = a(ab). Hence, since a is irregular, we find that ab = a" 1sb. It now
follows from [1, Lemma 5.1] that ab = (a~1b)b, and, on cancelling b, we obtain a = a~lb,
which contradicts the irregularity of a.
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Consequently we can find xeP, namely x = (a(ab))b~l, such that

a(ab) = xb. (1)
Hence, since a is irregular,

x (2)

Let us now further assume that x # a~l and that a~ix ^ b; then relation (2) gives

Accordingly, by cancellation, we obtain a = a~lx, which implies that a is regular, contrary to
hypothesis.

We conclude, therefore, that, if a{ab) =£ ft"1, then either x = a'1 or a~lx = b.
Suppose that a~ lx = b; then, since a # b, we have x = ab, so that from the relation (1)

we obtain
a (aft) = (aft)ft. (3)

Let ab = c; then, by the irregularity of a, we have c =£ a~l and (3) gives

ac = eft

= (ca~')c (since a # e).

This implies, by cancellation, that a = ca~l, contrary to our hypothesis that a is irregular.
We have thus shown that, if a(ab) ^ ft"1, then x = a"1, i.e. that a(ab) = a"'ft, as required.
To establish the second part of the lemma we note that the irregularity of a implies that of

a"1. Hence, by the first part, if ft"1 5̂  e, a"1, a, i.e. if ft i= e, a, a~\ then

either fl-'(fl~1*~1) = fl^"1 or a-1(a-1b~1) = b.

The result now follows by inverting these relations.
An element a of a power-free group P is irregular if and only if its inverse a"1 is irregular.

Hence the irregular elements occur in pairs. If a and ft are irregular elements of P and if
ft i= a and ft ^ a~\ we shall say that a and ft are distinct irregular elements.

LEMMA 2.2. Let a and ft be distinct irregular elements of a power-free group such that

aiafy^a-'b;
then

(i) ft(fta) = b~xa, (ii) a(ab~l) = a"1*"1.

Proof, (i) By Lemma 2.1,

either ft(fta) = ft"xa or b(ba) = a~i.

Assume that the latter holds; then, since ft ^ a, we have fta = b~la~l. Hence, taking in-
verses, we find that aft = a~1b~1; consequently a(ab) = ft"1. If we combine this with the
given relation, we obtain the contradiction that ft is regular, and from this (i) follows.
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(ii) Again, by Lemma 2.1, if the stated result does not hold, then a{ab~x) = b, and from
this we obtain ab~l = a~lb. However, a~lb = a(ab) (given); hence, using cancellation, we
have ab = b~l, giving again the contradiction that b is regular.

LEMMA 2.3. Let a and b be elements of a power-free group such that b ^ e,a. Suppose that
a is irregular and that a{ab) = b~x; then b is also irregular.

Proof. From the relation a{ab) = b'1 it follows, since a # b, that ab = a~ib~1, and from
this we obtain ba = b~ia~i by inverting. Accordingly, since a # e, so that b # ba, we have

If we assume that b is regular, then this gives [1, Lemma 5.1]

which implies that a is regular. Hence b is irregular.

COROLLARY 2.4. If a is an irregular element of a power-free group and b is a regular element
different from e, then

a{ab) = a~lb.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1,

either a(ab) = a~xb or a(ab) = b~1.

If the second of these holds, then (Lemma 2.3) b is irregular, which is not the case. Conse-
quently the first holds, as asserted.

COROLLARY 2.5. Any power-free group with precisely two irregular elements is complete.

Proof. Let a be any irregular element; then the two irregular elements are a and a~i.
If 6 is any element different from e, a,a~\ then b is necessarily regular and, by Corollary 2.4,
we have

a(ab) = a~lb\
and similarly

a~x{a-lb) = ab.

Accordingly, by [1, Theorem 5.4], the power-free group is complete.
If we combine this result with the fact [1, Corollary 5.5] that any power-free group in

which every element is regular is complete, it follows that in the sequel we need only consider
power-free groups having at least two distinct irregular elements. We recall (Lemma 2.1) that
if u and v are two such elements, then

either u(uv) = u~lv or u(uv) = v~l.

We shall see that the structure of the power-free group is determined by the one of these which
holds.
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3. The structure theorem.

LEMMA 3.1. Let P be a power-free group containing two distinct irregular elements u and v
such that

u(uv) = u~lv; (4)

then P is complete.

Proof. Let a be any irregular element of P and b any element different from e, a, a'1.
Then [ l , Theorem 5.4] the result will follow if we show that a(ab) = a~1b.

We divide the proof into two parts.

Part 1. Here we consider the particular case in which a = u, and show that

u(ub) = u~lb for all irregular b ̂  u, u~l.

We may assume that b ̂  v and b ̂  v~l, for the case in which b = v follows from (4), while
that in which b = iT1 follows from (4) and Lemma 2.2, (ii).

Consider now the following equations in the unknowns xlt x2:

b = vxt and b = v~lx2.
We shall write these in the form

b = vxxx and b = v2x2,

where v1 = v, v2 = v~i. Since, for i = 1,2, the element vt is irregular and b =£ vit it follows that
these equations are both soluble.

Now the four products uv(, u~1vi (i = 1, 2) all exist. Let us assume for the present that,
for one of the two values of /,

Xj^uVj and xi^u~1vi.

Then, for this value of /, we have

u(ub) = uiuiv^i)) = u((uvi)x,), since u # uf and uvt # xt.

From (4) and the fact (noted above) that it also holds when v is replaced by u"1, it follows that

M(MD,) = M"1I;I- ( /=1 ,2 ) .

Accordingly, for the above /,

u(ub) = (uiuVjtyx;, since vt # e and u~ivi # xh

i.e. u(ub) = (u~ivi)xl.

Hence u(ub) = u~1(vixi), since vtxt = b =£ w"1,

so that u{ub) = u~1b.

Thus Part 1 will follow if we show that, for at least one value of /, we have both *; i= uvt

and Xi# u~1vi.
If xt ^ uv1 and xx ^ u~1vi, there is nothing further to prove. Consequently we suppose

that either xt = uvt or xt = u~1v1. Let us take the first of these. We shall show that the
result will go through with i = 2, i.e. that x2 ? uv2 and x2 # u~1v2.
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Assuming the contrary, we have to consider two cases.

Case (i): Xj = uvt and x2 = uv2. Here we have

b = vlxl = v^uv^ = v(uv)

and b = v2x2 = v2(uv2) = v~l{uv~l),

so that v{uv) = v~l{uv~l).

Hence, using the irregularity of v, we obtain

uv = v~\v- \uv~1)).
It now follows from Lemma 2.1 that

either uv = v(uv~1) (5)

or Wy = («y-1)-1 . (6)

If (5) holds, then uv = {vu)v~^; hence

vu = (uv)v

= uv'1 or M"1 (Lemma 2.1).
If the first of these applies, then

b = vlxl = v(uv) = (vu)v = (wy"1)!; = w,

while, if the second applies, u must be regular. Since neither of these is the case, (5) cannot
hold.

Suppose now that (6) holds; then

b = DJXJ = v(uv) = ^ (MU" 1 )" 1

= v~lu~l or u (Lemma 2.1).

If the first applies, then b = (uv)'1, so that from b = v(uv) we obtain b — vb'1, which implies
that b is regular. Since b is neither regular nor equal to u, it follows that (6) cannot hold.

Accordingly if xt = uvu then x2 i= uv2.

Case (ii): xt = uv^ and x2 = u~1v2. In this case

b = v^xt = Vifuvi) = v(uv)

and b = v2x2 - v1(u~1v2) = ^ " ' ( M " 1 ! ; " 1 ) .

Hence v{uv) = o"1^-1! ;-1) = ( [ T V 1 ) " " 1
 =(O(IIC))- 1 ,

so that v(uv) = e, which gives uv = v'1. Thus we obtain the contradiction that v is regular,
and this shows that Case (ii) cannot apply.

The remaining two cases, namely

02 xl=u~1vux2 = uv2 and xl = u~ivl,x2 = u~1v2,
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can be treated in exactly the same way as the above, the first corresponding to Case (ii) and
the second to Case (i).

This completes the proof of Part 1.

Part 2. We establish here the general result.
We have shown that

u(ub) — u~lb for all irregular b =£ u, u~l.

Hence, for all such b, we have, by Lemma 2.2, (i),

bib^^b-'u. (7)

If we take a b satisfying (7), then we see that we have a situation exactly the same as that with
which we started in Part 1. Accordingly, by the result of Part 1, we have, for any irregular
a±b,b~x with b irregular and b # u, u~l,

i.e. b(Jbd) = b~la for all irregular b •£ a, a"1, u, u~l.

If we now apply Lemma 2.2, (i), we obtain

a(ab) = a~1b for all irregular b ^ a, a~l, «, u~l.

We now observe that, by Corollary 2.4, this result remains true if b is regular and different
from e. Further, it also holds in the cases b = u and b = M~', as can be seen by replacing b
by a in (7) and then replacing u by M"1 in the resulting equality (using Lemma 2.2, (ii)). We
have thus shown that

a{ab) = a~xb for all b^ e, a, a'1,
as required.

This lemma shows that as soon as a power-free group P has two distinct irregular elements
satisfying the condition (4), it is complete. Hence, by Lemma 2.1, it only remains for us to
consider the case in which P has at least two distinct irregular elements and any two such
elements a and b satisfy the condition

a(ab) = b~1.

LEMMA 3.2. Let P be a power-free group with at least two distinct irregular elements, and
suppose that any two distinct irregular elements a and b satisfy the condition

a(ab) = b~i. (8)

Then P has no regular elements other than e.

Proof. We first show that the product ab of any two distinct irregular elements a and b
is also an irregular element. Assume the contrary; then, since ab is regular and a is irregular
and since ab ̂ e , we have, by Corollary 2.4,

i.e. a(a(ab)) = b.
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Accordingly, by (8), ab'1 =b; but this cannot be the case since b is irregular. Hence ab is
irregular.

It follows from this result that the set Q consisting of all the irregular elements together
with e forms a power-free subgroup of P. Hence, if a and b are as above and if c = ab, then
we see, using the irregularity of a and b, that Q contains the seven distinct elements

e, a, a~\ b, b~l, c, c~l.

Let R = P—Q; then what we have to show is that R is empty. We shall assume that this
is not the case and derive a contradiction.

Let r e R and let a be an irregular element. Consider r ~ 1a; this is the product of a regular
element and an irregular element and hence is a regular element, since Q is closed. Thus we
may write r~xa = s, where se R and where clearly r"1 # s. Now r # s, since otherwise we
should have a = sre R, for the regularity of r implies that of sr [1, Lemma 5.2]. Hence we have

rs = r(r~la) = ae Q.

Since, by the observation made above, Q contains at least six irregular elements, it follows
that we can choose an irregular element t e Q such that

/#w,(«)-1,r-15,(r-1j)-1.

From that fact that / ̂  rs, we obtain from (8) that

(rs)t = (rsyir1;

hence ((rs)t)t = (rs)~\

and consequently, since / ̂  s~*r, we have

Now it is easily deduced from Corollary 2.4 that (,s0< = st~1; further, by hypothesis, t ̂  r~1s.
Hence r(st~*) = (rs)~*. Finally, this may be written (rs)<"x = (rs)'1, since t^irs)'1.
Accordingly rs is regular, and this gives the required contradiction.

LEMMA 3.3. Let P be a power-free group in which every element (other than e) is irregular,
and suppose that, for all distinct irregular elements x and y,

x(xy)=y-i; (9)

then P is the quaternion power-free group.

Proof. We first show that, for all distinct irregular x and y,

(xy)x = y. (10)
From (9) it follows that

Xy = X-ly-l (11)

and hence (xy)x = (x~ 1y~1)x.

Now apply (11) to the elements x~iy~1 and x to obtain

(xy)x = (x~1y~1)~1x~1;

accordingly (xy)x = (yx)x-1 = y.
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Let a and b be distinct irregular elements and set ab = c. Then, as was noted in the last
lemma, the seven elements

e,a,a~\b,b~l,c,c~l

are distinct. Further, it can easily be deduced from (9), (10) and (11) that the subset Q con-
sisting of these seven elements is a power-free subgroup of P, which is in fact the quaternion
power-free group. Thus the proof will be complete if we show that Q = P.

Assume that Q ^ p and let x e P, x $ Q. We have

(xa)(xb) = ((xa)x)b,

since (xa)x = a (by (10)) and a^b; hence

(xa)(xb) = ab = c.

Also (xa)(bx) = ((xa)b)x,

since xa i= b, {xa)b = x(ab) •= xc and c ^ e; hence

(xa)(bx) = (xc)x

= c, by (10).

Accordingly (xa)(xb) = (xa)(bx),

so that, by cancellation, xb = bx.
Hence, by (11), xb = b~1x~l =(xb)~l, and this gives xb = e, i.e. x = b~* e Q, a

contradiction.

THEOREM 3.4. The only incomplete power-free group P is the quaternion power-free group.

Proof. P cannot consist entirely of regular elements [1, Corollary 5.5] nor can it have
precisely two irregular elements (Corollary 2.5). Further, the conditions of Lemma 3.1 cannot
be satisfied, and hence (Lemma 2.1) those of Lemma 3.2 must be satisfied. The proof is now
completed by applying Lemma 3.3.
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